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Abstract

This report treats three different approaches to parametric identifi-

cation of the complex modulus of a viscoelastic material. In the first

approach, a nonparametric estimate is used to fit the parametric model,

while in the other two the model is fitted directly from data. In all three

cases, theoretical expressions for the accuracy of the estimate are derived

under the assumption that the measurement noise is white and that the

signal-to-noise ratio is large. The expressions are validated against both

simulated and experimental data. In the case of experimental data it is

seen that the theoretical expression severely underestimates the variance

of the identified parameters, and one of the expressions is therefore mod-

ified to cover the case of correlated noise with much better agreement as

a result.
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1 Introduction

Viscoelastic materials, such as plexiglass and other plastics, can today be found
in a wide range of practical applications. In order to make efficient use of
these materials, it is of interest to understand their behavior when used in an
environment where the material is subjected to dynamic load. Such dynamic
load could for example be vibrations from a motor, or stress put on to the
structure through collision or impact.

A viscoelastic material is characterized by its frequency dependent complex
modulus E(!), that relates uni-axial stress and strain in the material. In the
frequency domain this relationship looks like�(!) = E(!)"(!); (1)

where �(!) and "(!) denotes the Fourier transformed stress and strain, re-
spectively. Knowledge about the complex modulus is essential in understand-
ing the materials behavior in a dynamic environment, and can be determined
through different kinds of wave propagation experiments, as studied in for ex-
ample [1, 4, 16].

The complex modulus of a viscoelastic material can be identified both non-
parametrically, as in [5, 8, 10], or parametrically, as in [11, 12, 16]. In non-
parametric identification, the value of the complex modulus is determined at a
number of discrete frequency points f!kg. Between these frequency points, no
information is given on the complex modulus. In parametric identification on
the other hand, a parametric model is fitted to the data and the information
on the complex modulus is then concentrated to a small number of parame-
ters in this model. Mechanical networks, consisting of a number of springs and
dashpots (dampers) are often employed to model the complex modulus of a
viscoelastic material, see for example [6, 17]. One advantage with a parametric
model is that a value of the complex modulus can be easily determined for any
given frequency point. Another advantage with such an approach is that it often
give estimates with an low variance.

This report treats three different approaches to finding a parametric model
of the complex modulus. Two of these have been used in previous studies,
see for example [11, 10]. In the first approach, the parametric model is fitted
from a nonparametric model described in, for example, [8], while in the second
approach the model is fitted from the measured strain data directly. For the
sake of the coming analysis these approaches are here presented in more detail
and the accuracy of the estimates analyzed. The third approach is an improved
version of estimating the model directly from data which has not been presented
previously, and its performance is here compared to that of the other methods.
In all three cases, theoretical expressions for the accuracy of the estimates are
derived and validated against both simulated and experimental data.

The report is organized as follows. In the following section, the three ap-
proaches to parametric identification are described. In Section 3, theoretical
expressions for the accuracy of the estimates are derived for all three approaches
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Figure 1: Experimental setup.

under the assumption that the measurement noise is white and the signal-to-
noise ratio large. The accuracy expressions are also compared between two of
the approaches. All expressions are validated against simulated data in Section 4
and against experimental data in Section 5. In Section 6, one of the theoretical
accuracy expressions is modified to cover the case of correlated measurement
noise and finally conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2 Parametric Identification

In this section, three different approaches to identify a parametric model of the
complex modulus are described. One approach is based on the nonparametric
estimate described in for example [8, 10], while the other two fit the parametric
model directly from the measured data. In all three cases, a least squares type
loss function J(�) is used, and an estimate of the parameter vector � is found
through �̂ = arg min� J(�): (2)

The theory does not depend on the model chosen for the complex modulus, and
no model is therefore specified at this stage.

The theory in this report applies to longitudinal wave propagation in a slen-
der bar, but can easily be modified to cover other types of experimental setups.
In a longitudinal wave propagation, a slender bar of length L is axially excited
at one end as is seen in Fig. 1. The excitation gives rise to longitudinal strain
waves traveling back and forth in the bar. This wave propagation can in the
frequency domain be described by the so called frequency domain wave equation�2"(x; !)�x2

� 2(!)"(x; !) = 0; (3)

with general solution"(x; !) = P (!)e�(!)x + N(!)e(!)x: (4)

In (4), the frequency dependent functions P (!) and N(!) are the amplitudes of
waves traveling in positive and negative x direction, respectively. The function(!) in (3) and (4) is called the wave propagation function and is related to the
complex modulus E(!) through2(!) = � �!2E(!)

: (5)
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The strains caused by the excitation is measured at n different points fxigni=1

along the bar at N discrete time instances and then transformed into frequency
domain using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Using the strains from alln sensors, the following system of equations can be formed264"(!; x1)

..."(!; xn)

375 =

264e�(!)x1 e(!)xn
...

...

e�(!)xn e(!)xn375�P (!)N(!)

�
= A(!)c(!); (6)

and used to identify the complex modulus. In the following sections it is shown
how the frequency domain data described above can be used to fit a parametric
model of the complex modulus.

2.1 Parametric Identification Using the Nonparametric

Estimate

In [11], an approach to fit a parametric model based on the nonparametric
estimate in [8, 10] is described. The loss function is in this case given byJ(�) =

N!Xk=n! 1C(!k)
j�(!k;�)j2; (7)

where �(!;�) = Ê(!) �E(!;�): (8)

In (8), Ê(!) is the nonparametric estimate in [8, 10] and E(!;�) is the complex
modulus model. Furthermore, the weighting C(!k) in (7) is chosen as the
variance of the nonparametric estimate, i.e.C(!k) = varfÊ(!k)g: (9)

This is given by the covariance expression derived in [8]

covfÊ(!k); Ê(!l)g =
�2h(!k)

Æk;l; 0 < k; l < N
2
; (10)

where �2 is the noise variance, Æk;l is the Kronecker delta function, and h(!) is
given by h(!) = c�(!)A�R(!)P(!)AR(!)c(!): (11)

In (11), AR(!) is defined as the derivative of A(!) with respect to the real part
of the complex modulus,

P(!) = In �A(!)Ay(!) (12)

is the orthogonal projection onto the null space of A�(!), and c(!) and A(!)
are defined through (6). Note that both A(!) and P(!) are implicit functions
of the true complex modulus, cf. (6). The upper and lower limits, n! and N!,
of the sum in (7) are chosen so that f!kgN!k=n! coincide with the range of useful
frequencies for the experiment. This range depends on the experimental setup,
as is discussed in [10]. An estimate of the parameter vector, �̂NP, is obtained
through (7) and (2).
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2.2 Fitting a Parametric Model Directly from Data

In Section 2.1, a parametric model was fitted based on a nonparametric estimate
of the complex modulus. In [10], a parametric model is identified from the
Fourier transformed data directly. The model is here fitted from n� 1 of the n
strain measurements, while the n:th strain measurement (together with a free
end boundary condition at x = 0 implying that the strain at this section is equal
to zero) is used to identify the unknown amplitudes of the waves traveling back
and forth in the bar. The loss function is hence given byJ(�) =

N!Xk=n! n�1Xi=1

j"M(!k; xi) � "(!k; xi;�)j2; (13)

where n! and N! are chosen as in Section 2.1, "M(!; xi) is the measured strain
at section xi and frequency !, and the data model "(!; xi;�) is given by"(!; xi;�) = P (!)e�(!;�)xi + N(!)e(!;�)xi ; (14)

cf. (4). In (14), P (!) and N(!) are the unknown amplitudes of waves traveling
in positive and negative x direction, respectively. As was mentioned above,
these are estimated from the free end boundary condition"(!; 0;�) = 0 (15)

and an n:th strain measurement not included in J(�). Applying (15) to (14)
gives P (!) = �N(!) and hence"(!; xi;�) = 2N(!) sinh

�(!;�)xi�: (16)

The amplitude N(!) can now be estimated from (16) and the n:th strain mea-
surement according toN̂(!;�) = arg minN(!)

j"M(!; xn) � "(!; xn;�)j2 =
"M(!; xn)

2 sinh
�(!;�)xn� (17)

Note that this estimate depends on the model parameters �. The model output"(!; xi;�) in (13) can now be replaced by"̂(!; xi;�) = 2N̂(!;�) sinh
�(!;�)xi� =

sinh
�(!;�)xi�

sinh
�(!;�)xn�"M(!; xn); (18)

and the new loss function written asJ(�) =

N!Xk=n! n�1Xi=1

j"M(!k; xi) � "̂(!k; xi;�)j2 =

N!Xk=n! ��(!k;�)�(!k;�); (19)

where �(!;�) = "M(!)� S(!;�)"M(!; xn): (20)
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In (20), "M(!) and S(!;�) are given by"M(!) =
�"M(!; x1) � � � "M(!; xn�1)

�T
(21)S(!;�) =

1

sinh
�(!;�)xn� �sinh

�(!;�)x1

� � � � sinh
�(!;�)xn�1

��T :
(22)

An estimate of the parameter vector, �̂D, is in this case obtained through (19)
and (2).

2.3 Fitting a Parametric Model Directly from Data – A

Modified Approach

In the previous section, an approach to finding a parametric estimate of the
complex modulus straight from the Fourier transformed data was described. In
this approach, the unknown amplitudes P (!) and N(!) were identified from a
free end boundary condition and one strain measurement. All the knowledge of
the material response is hence not included when estimating these amplitudes.
In this section, a modified approach is proposed where all knowledge of the
material response is included both in estimating the unknown amplitudes and
in fitting the model parameters. The loss function is in this case given byJ(�) =

N!Xk=n! nXi=1

j"M(!k; xi) � "(!k; xi;�)j2 =

N!Xk=n! k "M(!k) � "(!k;�) k2;
(23)

where n! and N! are chosen as in Section 2.1, and"M(!k) =
�"M(!k; x1) � � � "M(!k; xn)

�T
(24)"(!;�) =

�"(!; x1;�) � � � "(!; xn;�)
�T : (25)

The data model vector "(!;�) can, by using (14), be written as"(!;�) =

264e�(!;�)x1 e(!;�)xn
...

...

e�(!;�)xn e(!;�)xn375�P (!)N(!)

�, A(!;�)c(!); (26)

cf. (6). The amplitudes P (!) and N(!) can now be estimated as

ĉ(!;�) = arg min
c(!)

k "M(!)� "(!;�) k2

= Ay(!;�)"M(!); (27)

where Ay(!;�) is the pseudo-inverse of A(!;�). Replacing the data model
vector "(!;�) in (23) by the corresponding vector"̂(!;�) = A(!;�)ĉ(!;�) = A(!;�)Ay(!;�)"M(!); (28)
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the loss function can be rewritten asJ(�) =

N!Xk=n! k "M(!k) �A(!k;�)Ay(!k;�)"M(!k) k2

=

N!Xk=n! "�M(!k)P(!k;�)"M(!k); (29)

where P(!;�) is the orthogonal projection operator onto the null space of

A�(!;�), cf. (12). An estimate of the parameter vector, �̂DM, can now be
obtained through (29) and (2).

3 Accuracy Analysis

In this section, asymptotic expressions for the accuracy of the parametric es-
timates described in Section 2 are derived. These are valid when the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) is large, which is typically the case in the application
considered here. An expression for the accuracy of the nonparametric based
estimate is outlined in [11], but will here be presented in more detail.

First, a general expression for the correlation between the estimation errors
of the parameter vector is derived. Recall that in all three cases, �̂ is a minimum
of J(�) and hence J 0�(�̂) = 0: (30)

Approximating J 0�(�) by the truncated Taylor series expansion around the true

parameter vector �0, and evaluating for � = �̂, gives

0 = J 0�(�̂) � J 0�(�0) + (�̂ � �0)TJ 00� (�0): (31)

The estimation error �̃ is hence given by�̃T = (�̂ � �0)T � �J 0�(�0)[J 00� (�0)]�1: (32)

Using (32), the accuracy of the estimated parameter vector can, for large SNR,
be approximated by Ef�̃�̃T g � H�1GH�1; (33)

where G = E �[J 0�(�0)]TJ 0�(�0)
	

(34)H = lim
SNR!1 J 00� (�0): (35)

The accuracy of the corresponding complex modulus can also be obtained from
the expression in (33). Let

e(!;�) =
�ER(!;�) EI(!;�)

�T ; (36)
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where E(!;�) = ER(!;�) + iEI(!;�): (37)

Linearization of e(!;�) around �0, and evaluating at � = �̂, gives

e(!; �̂) � e(!;�0) +
d

d�e(!;�0)(�̂ � �0) (38)

and hence E�ẽ(!k; �̂)ẽT (!l; �̂)
	

= E n(e(!k; �̂) � e(!k;�0))(e(!l; �̂) � e(!l;�0))To� �
d

d�e(!k;�0)

� Ef�̃ �̃T g � d

d�e(!l;�0)

�T
(39)

In the following, explicit expressions for G and H are derived for the three
different cases described in the previous section.

3.1 Accuracy Analysis of the Nonparametric Based Esti-

mate

In this analysis, it is assumed that the material can be described by the chosen
model, so that the nonparametric estimate is given byÊ(!) = E(!;�0) + Ẽ(!); (40)

and that
lim

SNR!1 Ê(!) = E(!;�0): (41)

In (40), �0 is the true parameter vector and Ẽ(!) is a stochastic disturbance.
The assumption in (41) asserts that this disturbance goes to zero when the SNR
tends to infinity, which corresponds to noise-free measurements of the strains.
Furthermore, based on (10), we have thatE nẼ(!k)Ẽ�(!l)o =

( �2h(!k) = C(!k) k = l
0 k 6= lE nẼ(!k)Ẽ(!l)o = 0 8k; l: (42)

Differentiating (7) with respect to �, and evaluating for � = �0, givesJ 0�(�0) =

N!Xk=n! 1C(!k)

��(!k;�0)Ψ�(!k;�0) + ��(!k;�0)ΨT (!k;�0)
�

=

N!Xk=n! 1C(!k)

�Ẽ(!k)Ψ�(!k;�0) + Ẽ�(!k)ΨT (!k;�0)
�; (43)
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where

Ψ(!;�) =
h d

d� �(!;�)
iT

= �h d

d�E(!;�)
iT

(44)

is the derivative of �(!;�) with respect to � = [�1 � � � �m]T . In the second
equality of (43), we have used that�(!;�0) = Ê(!) �E(!;�0) = Ẽ(!); (45)

which follows from (40) and (8). The matrix GNP can now be evaluated asGNP = E � [J 0�(�0)]T J 0�(�0)
	

=

N!Xk=n! 1C2(!k)

�C(!k)Ψ(!k;�0)Ψ�(!k;�0)

+ C(!k)
�
Ψ(!k;�0)Ψ�(!k;�0)

�T �
=

N!Xk=n! 1C(!k)

�
Ψ(!k;�0)Ψ�(!k;�0) +

�
Ψ(!k;�0)Ψ�(!k;�0)

�T �
(46)

The second derivative can be evaluated in a similar fashion, givingJ 00� (�0) =

N!Xk=n! 1C(!k)

h
Ψ(!k;�0)Ψ�(!k;�0)

+
�
Ψ(!k;�0)Ψ�(!k;�0)

�T
+ Ẽ(!k)

h d2

d�2 ��(!k;�0)
i

+ Ẽ�(!k)
h d2

d�2 �(!k;�0)
i�

(47)

andHNP = lim
SNR!1 J 00� (�0)

=

N!Xk=n! 1C(!k)

h
Ψ(!k;�0)Ψ�(!k;�0) +

�
Ψ(!k;�0)Ψ�(!k;�0)

�T i
= GNP:

(48)

3.2 Accuracy Analysis of the Parametric Estimate Iden-

tified Directly from Data

In this analysis, it is assumed that the data can be perfectly modeled by the
wave propagation model in (14). As a consequence"M(!; xi) = "(!; xi;�0) + v(!; xi) (49)

where v(!) denotes the frequency domain measurement noise. The measurement
noise is in the frequency domain assumed to be a circular1 white CN (0; �2)

1A complex valued sequence fv(a)g is called circular if its real and imaginary parts are
mutually independent and identically distributed, i.e. Efv(a)v(b)g = 0 8a; b.
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sequence, which is uncorrelated between both frequencies and between sensors.
This assumption is exactly fulfilled if the time domain noise is a temporally and
spatially white Gaussian noise process, and approximately fulfilled for any white
noise process with identically distributed parameters and existing moments of
any order, see [13]. It is also assumed that

lim
SNR!1 N̂(!;�0) = N(!) =

"(!; xn;�0)

2 sinh
�(!;�0)xn� : (50)

Before continuing the analysis, the following property and notation are intro-
duced.

Property 1: The model error �(!;�) in (20) evaluated at � = �0 is given by�(!;�0) = "M(!) � S(!;�0)"M(!; xn)

= "(!;�0) + v(!)� S(!;�0)["(!; xn;�0) + v(!; xn)]

= v(!)� S(!;�0)v(!; xn); (51)

where "(!;�0) =
�"(!; x1;�0) � � � "(!; xn�1;�0)

�T
(52)

v(!) =
�v(!; x1) � � � v(!; xn�1)

�T : (53)

In the third equality of (51), the propertyS(!;�0)"(!; xn;�0) = "(!;�0) (54)

has been used, which follows from (16), (22) and (50). �
Notation 1: Let the derivatives of S(!;�) and �(!;�) with respect to � =
[�1 � � � �m]T be given by

ΠS(!;�) = � �
d

d�S(!;�)

�T
(55)

and

Π(!;�) =

�
d

d��(!;�)

�T
= �ΠS(!;�)"M(!; xn)

= �ΠS(!;�)["(!; xn;�0) + v(!; xn)]: (56)

Both ΠS(�) and Π(�) are here m� (n� 1) matrices. �
The derivative of the loss function, evaluated at � = �0, can now be written asJ 0�(�0) =

N!Xk=n! ���(!k;�0)ΠT (!k;�0) + �T (!k;�0)Π�(!k;�0)
�

(57)
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Through (57), GD can then be evaluated asGD = E �[J 0�(�0)]T J 0�(�0)
	

=

N!Xk=n! N!Xl=n! En ���(!k;�0)ΠT (!k;�0) + �T (!k;�0)Π�(!k;�0)
�T� ���(!l;�0)ΠT (!l;�0) + �T (!l;�0)Π�(!l;�0)

�
= �2

N!Xk=n! j"(!k; xn;�0)j2hΠS(!k;�0)Π�S(!k;�0)

+
�
ΠS(!k;�0)Π�S(!k;�0)

�T
+ ΠS(!k;�0)[S(!k;�0)S�(!k;�0)]TΠ�S(!k;�0)

+
�
ΠS(!k;�0)[S(!k;�0)S�(!k;�0)]TΠ�S(!k;�0)

�T i: (58)

In the third equality of (58), the forth order moment of the noise has been
neglected. This step also involves straightforward but tedious calculations,
which will not be presented here. The derivation include replacing �(!;�0)
and Π(!;�0) by (51) and (56), respectively, and using the noise assumptions
giving Efv(!k)v�(!l)g = �2In�1Æk;l; 0 < k; l < N

2Efv(!k)vT (!l)g = 0 8k; l (59)

and Efv(!k ; xn)v�(!l)g = 0; 8k; lEfv(!k ; xn)vT (!l)g = 0; 8k; l: (60)

Evaluating the second derivative in a similar fashion as (57) givesJ 00� (�0) =

N!Xk=n! hΠ(!k;�0)Π�(!k;�0)

+
�
Π(!k;�0)Π�(!k;�0)

�T
+ ��(!k;�0)

dd�ΠT (!k;�0)

+ �T (!k;�0)
dd�Π�(!k;�0)

i: (61)

When the SNR tends to infinity, corresponding to noise-free measurements of
the strains, we have that

lim
SNR!1 �(!;�0) = 0

lim
SNR!1Π(!;�0) = �ΠS(!;�0)"(!; xn;�0); (62)
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which follows from (51) and (56), respectively. Using (61) and (62), HD can
now be evaluated asHD = lim

SNR!1 J 00� (�0)

=

N!Xk=n! j"(!k; xn;�0)j2hΠS(!k;�0)Π�S(!k;�0) +
�
ΠS(!k;�0)Π�S(!k;�0)

�T i:
(63)

3.3 Accuracy Analysis of the Modified Data Approach

In this analysis, the same assumptions as in Section 3.2 are made on the data.
The measured data is hence assumed to be described by (49), and the frequency
domain noise to be circular white CN (0; �2) sequence, uncorrelated between
both frequencies and between sensors. Before evaluating G and H, the following
notations and properties are introduced.

Notation 2: Derivatives with respect to the elements in � = [�1 � � � �m]T are
given by

Ai(!;�) =
�A(!;�)��i (64)

Aij(!;�) =
�2A(!;�)��i��j (65)

Similar notation will be used to express the derivatives of any other function of�. �
Property 2: The following holds"�(!;�0)Pi(!;�0)Pj(!;�0)"(!;�0)

= c�(!)A�i (!;�0)P(!;�0)Aj(!;�0)c(!;�0) (66)

and"�(!;�0)Pij(!;�0)"(!;�0) = c�(!)A�i (!;�0)P(!;�0)Aj(!;�0)c(!;�0)

+ c�(!)A�j (!;�0)P(!;�0)Ai(!;�0)c(!;�0);
(67)

where c(!) is the vector of unknown amplitudes defined through (26).

Proof: See Appendix A. �
Property 3: Neglecting the fourth order moment of the noise we have thatE f"�M(!k)Pi(!k;�0)"M(!k)"�M(!l)Pj(!l;�0)"M(!l)g

=

8<: �2"�(!k;�0)[Pi(!k;�0)Pj(!k;�0)
+Pj(!k;�0)Pi(!k;�0)]"(!k;�0); k = l

0; k 6= l (68)
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Proof: See Appendix B. �
Using the above notations and properties, G and H can be derived. The first

derivative of the loss function (29), evaluated at � = �0, is given byJ 0�(�0) =

N!Xk=n! �"�M(!k)P1(!k;�0)"M(!k) � � � "�M(!k)Pm(!k;�0)"M(!k)
�

(69)

Since J 0�(�0) is real, and using (66) and (68), GDM can then be written as inGDM = Ef[J 0� (�0)]T J 0�(�0)g = Ef[J 0� (�0)]�J 0�(�0)g
= �2

N!Xk=n! 264 2"�P2
1" � � � "�(P1Pm + PmP1)"

...
. . .

..."�(PmP1 + P1Pm)" � � � 2"�P2m" 375
= �2

N!Xk=n! 264 2c�A�
1PA1c � � � c�(A�

1PAm + A�mPA1)c
...

. . .
...

c�(A�mPA1 + A�
1PAm)c � � � 2c�A�mPAmc

375 :
(70)

The arguments !k and �0 have in this equation been omitted for brevity. The
second order derivative of the loss function, evaluated at � = �0, is finally given
byJ 00� (�0) =

N!Xk=n! 264"�M(!k)P11(!k;�0)"M(!k) � � � "�M(!k)P1m(!k;�0)"M(!k)
...

. . .
..."�M(!k)P1m(!k;�0)"M(!k) � � � "�M(!k)Pmm(!k;�0)"M(!k)

375 ;
(71)

and hence HDM can be expressed as inHDM = lim
SNR!1 J 00� (�0)

=

N!Xk=n! 264"�(!k)P11(!k;�0)"(!k) � � � "�(!k)P1m(!k;�0)"(!k)
...

. . .
..."�(!k)P1m(!k;�0)"(!k) � � � "�(!k)Pmm(!k;�0)"(!k)

375
=

N!Xk=n! 264 2c�A�
1PA1c � � � c�(A�

1PAm + A�mPA1)c
...

. . .
...

c�(A�mPA1 + A�
1PAm)c � � � 2c�A�mPAmc

375
=

1�2
GDM: (72)

In the third equality of (72), (67) has been used and the arguments omitted for
brevity.
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3.4 Comparison of Accuracy Between the Nonparametric

Based and the Modified Data Approach

In this section, the accuracy of the estimate achieved from the nonparametric
estimate is compared to the accuracy of the modified data approach. Using
(46) and (48) for the nonparametric based approach, and (70) and (72) for the
modified data approach, the general expression for the covariance matrix in (33)
can for each of the estimates be rewritten asPNP = H�1

NP (73)PDM = �2H�1
DM: (74)

For comparing these two expressions, the following properties are needed.

Property 4: Express the vector Ψ(!;�) in (44) as

Ψ(!;�) = � �
d

d�E(!;�)

�T
=
�E1(!;�) � � � Em(!;�)

�T : (75)

Then Ψ(!;�)Ψ�(!;�) used in the expressions for GNP and HNP in (46) and (48)
is given by

Ψ(!;�)Ψ�(!;�) =

264 jE1(!;�)j2 � � � E1(!;�)E�m(!;�)
...

. . .
...Em(!;�)E�1 (!;�) � � � jEm(!;�)j2 375 : (76)�

Property 5: The derivative of A(!;�) with respect to �i is given by

Ai(!;�) = AR(!;�)Ei(!;�); (77)

where AR(!;�) is the derivative of A(!;�) with respect of the real part of the
complex modulus.

Proof: See Appendix C. �
Using Property 5 above, the following holds

c��A�iPAj + A�jPAi�c = E�i Ej c�A�RPARc| {z }h(!)

+E�jEi c�A�RPARc| {z }h(!)

=
�2C(!)

�E�i Ej + E�jEi�; (78)

where (11) is used in the first equality, and (9)-(10) in the second. In (78) the
arguments ! and � have been omitted for brevity. From (78) and Property 4,
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Figure 2: Real part of the estimated complex modulus for the nonparamet-
ric based approach. Nonparametric estimate (dotted) and parametric estimate
(solid).HDM in (72) can be reformulated asHDM =

N!Xk=n! �2C(!k)

264264 jE1j2 � � � E�1Em
...

. . .
...E�mE1 � � � jEmj2375 +

264 jE1j2 � � � E�mE1

...
. . .

...E�1Em � � � jEmj2375375
= �2

N!Xk=n! 1C(!k)

�
ΨΨ� + [ΨΨ�]T � = �2HNP: (79)

Using (79), the following result holds.

Result 1: Let the covariance matrix of the nonparametric based estimate and
the modified data approach be given by (73) and (74), respectively. Then, by
straightforward application of (79),PDM = �2H�1

DM = �2 1�2
H�1

NP = PNP: (80)

The nonparametric based approach and the modified data approach obviously
result in the same theoretical accuracy of the estimates. �
4 Simulation Study

In order to investigate the validity of the accuracy expressions given in Section 3,
the parametric identifications techniques in Section 2 were considered in a Monte
Carlo simulation study. The data was generated from (14), with the complex
modulus given by the standard linear solid model [6, 17]E(!) =

E2(E1 + i!�)E1 + E2 + i!� : (81)
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The model parameters were given by E1 = 56 GPa, E2 = 5:6 GPa and � =
2 MPa�s, which applies to the dynamic behavior of PMMA (plexiglass), a ma-
terial with density � = 1183 kg/m3. The length of the simulated bar wasL = 2 m, the number of data points N = 215, and the sampling intervalT = 10 �s. The impulse strain excitation at the right end of the bar was
chosen to imitate a standard hammer excitation. The sensor locations werefxigni=n = f0; 0:290; 0:646; 1:078; 1:600g m, and Gaussian white noise with
variance �2 = 2:1 � 10�14 was added to each sensor output. This procedure was
repeated 100 times for different noise realizations.

Note that a free end at x = 0 is used for the simulated data. The strains at
this section are known to be zero, and can hence be used as noise-free measure-
ments. In the simulations, however, noise was added also to the free end strains.
For the nonparametric based and the modified data approach, strain measure-
ments from all five sensors were used in the parametric identification. For the
unmodified data approach, however, strain measurements from only three of the
sensors were used to fit the parametric model. The fourth strain measurement
at x = 0:290 m, and the (noise-free) free end boundary condition were here used
to determine the unknown amplitudes P (!) and N(!).

In the following, only the real parts of the estimated complex moduli are
considered. The corresponding results for the imaginary parts display a similar
behavior, and will therefore not be shown here. Furthermore, the nonparametric
estimate of the complex modulus has for all three approaches been used as a
benchmark for the parametric models.

For one noise realization, the estimate of the real part of the complex mod-
ulus for the nonparametric based approach is shown in Fig. 2. As the standard
linear solid model in (81) was used to model the material behavior, as well as to
generate the data for this study, it is possible to obtain a model that perfectly
describes the results from the nonparametric identification. This is clearly seen
in Fig. 2. The results of the other approaches are similar and therefore not
shown here. Furthermore, the numerical values of the estimated parameter vec-
tors are for all three approaches almost identical to the model parameters used
to generate the data, and are therefore not reported.

In Fig. 3, the corresponding variances from the 100 Monte Carlo simulations
are shown together with the variances achieved by the theoretical expressions
in Section 3. There is a good agreement between the experimental and the
theoretical variances, and the theoretical expressions in Section 3 are thus con-
firmed by the simulations study. It can also be seen that the accuracy of the
nonparametric based approach is identical to the accuracy of the modified data
approach. This is in agreement with the analysis in Section 3.4. These two
approaches also give much higher accuracy than the unmodified data approach.
This can be further improved upon by using the free end boundary condition
as a known linear constraint, as is described in [7] and [9]. This is implicitly
done in the unmodified data approach, when the (noise-free) free end boundary
condition is used to identify the unknown amplitudes in the data model.
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Figure 3: Variances of the real part of the estimated complex modulus. Exper-
imental variance (solid) and theoretical variance (dashed). (a) Nonparametric
based approach, (b) data approach, and (c) modified data approach.

5 Experiments

It is of course important that the identification techniques and accuracy ex-
pressions described in the previous sections are also applicable when real-life
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Figure 4: Real part of the estimated complex modulus. Nonparametric esti-
mate (dotted), nonparametric based approach (solid), and the data approach
(dashed). The modified data approach coincides with the nonparametric based
approach. E1 [GPa] E2 [GPa] � [MPa�s]�̂NP 62 5.8 1.8�̂D 57 5.8 1.6�̂D2 62 5.8 1.7

Table 1: Mean values of the parameter estimates from 10 independent experi-
ments.

experimental data is used. Therefore, the three approaches were applied to
data from ten independent experiments. The experiments were performed on
a bar specimen made of PMMA (plexiglass), under as identical conditions as
possible. The length of the bar, and the sensor locations were the same as in
the simulations study in Section 4. The number of data points were N = 218,
the sampling time T = 0:1 �s, and the variance of the measurement noise was
estimated to �2 = 4 � 10�11. Additional information on the experiments can be
found in [14].

The mean values of the parameter estimates from the 10 independent ex-
periments are shown in Table 1. In Fig. 4, the corresponding real parts of the
estimated complex modulus are shown for all three approaches. Again, the
standard linear solid model in (81) was used to model the material behavior.
It can be seen that, using this model, the parametric estimates describe the
results from the nonparametric identification in a good way. The results for the
imaginary parts are similar and are therefore not shown here.

In Fig. 5, the corresponding variances are shown. In this case, the theoretical
expressions underestimates the variance of the estimates in all three cases2.

2This is in agreement with the results in [11], where the nonparametric based estimate is
analyzed.
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Figure 5: Variances of the real part of the estimated complex modulus. Exper-
imental variance (solid) and theoretical variance (dashed). (a) Nonparametric
based approach, (b) data approach, and (c) modified data approach.

Again, similar results are achieved for the variance of the imaginary parts. This
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underestimation may be caused by several reasons. One reason might be that the
assumption on the measurement noise to be white is not valid. Another reason
might be that the data model is not flexible enough to accurately describe the
data. The validity of the model structure in (14) was studied in [15], and there
found to be adequate for this type of experiments. In the following study, the
focus will therefore be on the noise properties, since the effect of bias in the
modeling of the data might be expected to be small.

6 Accuracy Analysis – Correlated Noise

In this section, the expression for the accuracy of the modified data approach
is altered in order to cover the case of correlated measurement noise. The noise
is here assumed to be zero mean, non-circular, and correlated both between
frequencies and between sensors, i.e.Efv(!k )g = 0; 8kEfv(!k )v�(!l)g = R(k; l)Efv(!k )vT (!l)g = Q(k; l): (82)

The time domain noise in this case is not a stationary process, since for a
stationary process R(k; l) would be zero for k 6= l, and Q(k; l) = 0 for all k andl, see [2]. The exact properties of the time domain noise however remains an
open question, and a topic for future research. The matrices R(k; l) and Q(k; l)
may be estimated from repeated experiments according to

R(k; l) =
1M � 1

MXq=1

("(q)M (!k) � �k)("(q)M (!l) � �l)�
Q(k; l) =

1M � 1

MXq=1

("(q)M (!k) � �k)("(q)M (!l) � �l)T ; (83)

where M is the number of experiments and�k =
1M MXq=1

"(q)M (!k): (84)

To investigate how the changed noise properties influences the expression for the
variance of the estimates, the following notations and properties are introduced.

Notation 3: Let �i(!;�) = "�(!;�)Pi(!;�); (85)

and �(!;�) =
��T1 (!;�) � � � �Tm(!;�)

�T : (86)�
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Figure 6: Variance of the real part of the complex modulus, estimated with the
modified data approach. Experimental variance (solid) and theoretical variance
(dashed), evaluated using correlated noise.

Property 6: Neglecting the third and fourth order moment of the noise, and
using (85) and (86) above, we have thatE�"�M(!k)Pi(!k;�0)"M(!k)"�M(!l)Pj(!l;�0)"M(!l)	

= �i(!k;�0)R(k; l)��j (!l;�0)

+ �i(!k;�0)Q(k; l)�Tj (!l;�0)

+ conj
��i(!k;�0)R(k; l)��j (!l;�0)

+ �i(!k;�0)Q(k; l)�Tj (!l;�0)
	

(87)

Proof: See Appendix D. �
Using (69), Notation 3, and Property 6 above, GDM can be reevaluated asGDM0 = Ef[J 0� (�0)]T J 0�(�0)g = Ef[J 0� (�0)]�J 0�(�0)g

= �2
N!Xk=n! N!Xl=n! h�(!k;�0)R(k; l)��(!l;�0)

+ �(!k;�0)Q(k; l)�T (!l;�0)

+ conj
��(!k;�0)R(k; l)��(!l;�0)

+ �(!k;�0)Q(k; l)�T (!l;�0)
	i; (88)

The matrix HDM is left unchanged by the change in noise properties.
In Fig. 6, the theoretical and experimental variances of the real part of the

estimated complex modulus are shown. Here, only five experiments were used
to estimate the experimental variance. The remaining five experiments were
used to estimate the matrices R(k; l) and Q(k; l) according to (83). It can be
seen that the theoretical and the experimental variances are now comparable
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in magnitude. For this application, the correlated noise assumption seems to
be more accurate than assuming the measurement noise to be white. It is
however important to note that the white noise assumption is adequate in the
nonparametric case, where each frequency point is considered separately. In
the parametric case considered here, the effect at a large number of frequency
points is accumulated, and the deviations from the white noise assumption hence
become more noticeable.

7 Conclusions

Three different approaches to parametric identification of the complex modulus
of a viscoelastic material was considered in this report. The first procedure em-
ploys a nonparametric estimate to fit the parametric model, while the other two
fits the model directly from the data. All three methods were found to give good
estimates of the complex modulus. Theoretical expressions for the accuracy of
the estimates were also derived, assuming that the measurement noise was tem-
porally and spatially white. The validity of these expressions was investigated
both with simulated and with experimental data. In the simulated data study,
the theoretical variances were in very good agreement with the experimental
variances of the estimates. In the experimental data case, the theoretical val-
ues however severely underestimated the variance in all three cases. For one of
the identification procedures, the theoretical accuracy expression was therefore
modified to cover an arbitrary noise model. It was found that the colored noise
assumption in this case gave much better agreement between the theoretical
and the experimental variance.
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A Proof of Property 2

For the first and second derivative of the projection operator P(!;�) in (12) we
have the following results

Pi(!;�) = �P(!;�)Ai(!;�)Ay(!;�) � �
P(!;�)Ai(!;�)Ay(!;�)

��
(89)

Pij(!;�) = �Pj(!;�)Ai(!;�)Ay(!;�) �P(!;�)Aij(!;�)Ay(!;�)�P(!;�)Ai(!;�)(Ay(!;�))j � [Pj(!;�)Ai(!;�)Ay(!;�)]�� [P(!;�)Aij(!;�)Ay(!;�)]� � [P(!;�)Ai(!;�)(Ay(!;�))j ]�:
(90)

For proof, the reader is referred to [3]. Since

P(!;�)A(!;�) = P�(!;�)A(!;�) = 0; (91)

and using (26), we get"�PiPj" = "��PAiAy + [PAiAy]���PAjAy + [PAjAy]��"
= c�A��PAiAy + Ay�A�iP���PAjAy + Ay�A�jP��Ac

= c� A�Ay�| {z }
=I

A�iP�PAj AyA| {z }
=I

c = c�A�i P�P|{z}
=P

Ajc
= c�A�iPAjc; (92)

which proves (66). In (92), the arguments ! and � are omitted for brevity.
Similarly, using (90) we have that"�Pij" = �"��PjAiAy + PAijAy + PAi(Ay)j

+ [PjAiAy]� + [PAijAy]� + [PAi(Ay)j ]��"
= �c�A��PjAiAy + PAijAy + PAi(Ay)j

+ Ay�A�iP�j + Ay�A�ijP� + (Ay)�jA�i P��Ac

= �c��A�PjAi AyA| {z }
=I

+ A�Ay�| {z }
=I

A�i P�jA�
c

= �c��A�PjAi + A�iP�jA�
c

= �c�A���PAjAy � [PAjAy]��Aic� c�A�i �� [PAjAy]� �PAjAy�Ac

= c�A�Ay�| {z }
=I

A�jP�Aic + c�A�iPAj AyA| {z }
=I

c

= c�A�jP�Aic + c�A�iPAjc; (93)

which proves (67).
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B Proof of Property 3

For this proof, the following result and property are needed.

Result 2: Let v(!) be a complex Gaussian random vector with propertiesE fv(!k)g = 0; (94)E �v(!k)vT (!l)	 = 0; 8k; l s:t: 0 < k; l < N
2
; (95)E fv(!k)v�(!l)g = �2I; 8k; l s:t: 0 < k; l < N
2
: (96)

Let x be a complex valued deterministic vector of the same dimension as v(!).
Let R and S be matrices of compatible dimensions such that

x�Rx = x�Sx = 0: (97)

Then E f[x + v(!k)]�R[x + v(!k)][x + v(!k)]�S[x + v(!k)]g
= �2x�[RS + SR]x + �4[trfSgtrfRg+ trfSRg]: (98)

Proof: See [8]. �
Property 7: The following holds

tr fPi(!;�0)g = 0: (99)

Proof: See [10]. �
The measured data vector "M(!) used in Property 3 is given by"M(!) = "(!;�0) + v(!); (100)

where v(!) is a noise vector with properties as in (94)-(96). Using (26), (89)
and (91) we have that"�(!;�0)Pi(!;�0)"(!;�0) = "��PAiAy + [PAiAy]��"

= c�A��PAiAy + Ay�A�i P��Ac = 0: (101)

Furthermore, using (94), (96), (101) and Property 7 we have thatE�"�M(!k)Pi(!k;�0)"M(!k)
	

= E�v�(!k)Pi(!k;�0)v(!k)
	

= tr fPi(!k;�0)E fv�(!k)v(!k)gg
= �2tr fPi(!k;�0)g = 0: (102)

The following result can now be formulated.
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Result 3: Let "M(!) be given by (100) with noise properties as in (94)-(96).
Then E f"�M(!k)Pi(!k;�0)"M(!k)"�M(!l)Pj(!l;�0)"M(!l)g

=

8<: �2"�[PiPj + PjPi]"
+�4[trfPigtrfPjg+ trfPjgtrfPig]; k = l

0; k 6= l : (103)

Proof: For k = l, the result follows from direct application of (100), (101),
and Result 2 above. For k 6= l we have that uncorrelated random vectors are
independent, and henceE f"�M(!k)Pi(!k;�0)"M(!k)"�M(!l)Pj(!l;�0)"M(!l)g

= E f"�M(!k)Pi(!k;�0)"M(!k)g� E f"�M(!l)Pj(!l;�0)"M(!l)g = 0; (104)

by the use of (102). �
Neglecting the fourth order moment of the noise in (103), the expression in (68)
is received.

C Proof of Property 5

Differentiating the elements in the second column of A(!;�) with respect to the
real part of the complex modulus gives�

e(!;�)xi�R =
�e(!;�)xi�ER(!;�)

= xie(!;�)xi �(!;�)�ER(!;�)

= xie(!;�)xi �(!;�)�E(!;�)

�E(!;�)�ER(!;�)| {z }
=1

= xie(!;�)xi �(!;�)�E(!;�)
(105)

Analogous results are obtained for the elements of the first column of A(!;�).
Similarly, differentiating the elements of A(!;�) with respect to �i gives�

e(!;�)xi�i =
�e(!;�)xi��i = xie(!;�)xi �(!;�)��i

= xie(!;�)xi �(!;�)�E(!;�)

�E(!;�)��i
=
�

e(!;�)xi�REi(!;�); (106)

with analogous results for the elements of the first column. Stacking the ele-
ments into matrices we hence get

Ai(!;�) = AR(!;�)Ei(!;�): (107)
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D Proof of Property 6

Using (85), (101), and neglecting the third and fourth order moments of the
noise, we have thatE�"�M(!k)Pi(!k)"M(!k)"�M(!l)Pj(!l)"M(!l)	

= E�["(!k) + v(!k)]�Pi(!k)["(!k) + v(!k)]� ["(!l) + v(!l)]�Pj(!l)["(!l) + v(!l)]	
= E��i(!k)v(!k)�j(!l)v(!l)	 + �i(!k)E�v(!k)v�(!l)	��j (!l)

+ E�v�(!k)��i (!k)�j(!l)v(!l)	 + E�v�(!k)��i (!k)v�(!l)��j (!l)	
= �i(!k)E�v(!k)vT (!l)	�Tj (!l) + �i(!k)E�v(!k)v�(!l)	��j (!l)

+ �j(!l)E�v(!l)v�(!k)
	��i (!k) + [��i (!k)]T E�[vT (!k)]�v�(!l)	��j (!l)

= �i(!k)Q(k; l)�Tj (!l) + �i(!k)R(k; l)��j (!l)
+ �j(!l)R(l; k)��i (!k) + [��i (!k)]TQ�(l; k)��j (!l)

= �i(!k)R(k; l)��j (!l) + �i(!k)Q(k; l)�Tj (!l)
+ [�i(!k)R(k; l)�j(!l)]� + [�i(!k)Q(k; l)�Tj (!l)]�

= �i(!k)R(k; l)��j (!l) + �i(!k)Q(k; l)�Tj (!l)
+ conj

��i(!k)R(k; l)�j(!l) + �i(!k)Q(k; l)�Tj (!l)	: (108)

Above, we have used that �i(!)v(!) and each term of the sum are scalar, and
hence equal to its transpose. We have also used that R(l; k) = R�(k; l) and
Q(l; k) = QT (k; l). The argument �0 has here been omitted for brevity.
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